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Apple Media Event March 22,
2016
Apple is widely expected to unveil both a new 4-inch
iPhone and new 9.7-inch iPad at a media event on Tuesday,
March 22.
Production of the next-gen 4-inch iPhone is said to be
underway ahead of an anticipated March announcement.
The device is said to boast a metal-backed, curved-edge
design similar to the current iPhone 6s with refreshed
internals like an A9 processor and NFC support for Apple
Pay. Rumored names include “iPhone 6c” and “iPhone
5se.”
Also expected at the March event is a revamped 9.7-inch
iPad. While reports had previously referred to such a
device as an “iPad Air 3,” a new rumor published this
week alleged that Apple might rebrand it with the iPad
Pro moniker found on the 12.9-inch model. Distinguishing
the new 9.7-inch model as professional grade would be
the same beefed-up A9X processor, the magnetic Smart
Connector, and a four-speaker array.
Apple’s anticipated event is also expected to see new
bands debut for the wearable Apple Watch. The company
also has new MacBooks in the works that could launch at
such a media event.
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The next GAAB meeting will be Wednesday, March 9, 2016.

Meeting: Wednesday, March 9, 2016
7:00 PM - Panera Bread
161 Washington Ave Ext, Albany, NY

A map can be found at the GAAB website at
http://applebyters.com/index.php/meeting-information/
meeting_map/
GAAB Meeting Agenda:
• Greetings/Dinner
• Topics to be presented by members
• News from Apple, including El Capitan! and iOS9
updates
• The GAAB Help Desk-Bring your questions to the
meeting
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Apple
Ambassador

The Greater Albany Apple Byters is an Apple Computer User Group.
Membership privileges include this newsletter, access
to a large public domain software and video/audio
tape library, local vendor discounts, special interest
groups, and other special offers.

by John Buckley

Contents of The GAB’er are copywriten, all rights
reserved. Original articles may be reprinted by notfor-profit organizations, provided that proper credit
is given to the author, The GAB’er, and a copy of the
publication sent to The GAB’er editor.

Tech Giants Agree: The FBI’s Case
Against Apple Is a Joke

The views expressed herein are the sole responsibility
of each author, and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Greater Albany Apple Byters.

by Brian Barrett Security, Wired

Note: Trademarks used in this newsletter are recognized as trademarks of the representative companies.
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In a wide-ranging show of solidarity, dozens of Apple’s tech
industry competitors and contemporaries filed amicus briefs
today in support of the company’s stand against the FBI. In
one instance, heavyweights including Google, Microsoft,
and Facebook set aside their corporate rivalries to file jointly.
Twitter, Airbnb, Ebay, Reddit, and a half dozen other Internet
luminaries joined forces to file another brief.
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The briefs, which argue that Apple should not be compelled to
create software to help the FBI break into an iPhone that had
been in possession of San Bernardino shooter Syed Farook, are
meant to bolster the Cupertino company’s legal case. Intel and
AT&T—yes, the same AT&T that had a secret spying pact with
the NSA—filed their briefs solo. The ACLU, Access Now,
and the Wickr Foundation, and a group of security experts
have lent their support as well, with more companies, experts,
and institutions expected to join in by the end of the Thursday
deadline set by the case’s judge Sheri Pym.
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While this seems like a natural cause for the technology
industry to rally behind, many tech leaders were initially slow
to express support for Apple in the matter. As the New York
Times reports, several companies also hesitated to support
Apple publicly. Some expressed concern over whether this
was the right fight to pick, while others worried about public
perception.
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Internet SIG

Don’t Click Any Email Link or
Web Link Before Asking
These Questions
by Kim Komando

Clicking or tapping a link in an email,
text or just on a website is always a bit
of a gamble. On the other end of a link
could be the information you want to
see, or it could be a malicious website,
virus-filled download or inappropriate
content. Sometimes the only way to
know for sure is to click. However, there
are some important questions you can ask first that will
give you a good idea if the link is safe or not.
1. Where did the link come from?
Perhaps the most important question you can ask is how
you got the link in the first place. Was it in an unsolicited
email or text message? Did you get it in a Google search?
Was it in a friend’s Facebook post?
As a rule, if a link is unsolicited, you don’t want to click
on it. Hackers send out malicious links in emails and texts
daily. They’re especially good at putting links in emails
that look like they’re from legitimate companies. If the
link is from someone you know, check with them first to
make sure they really sent it, and that their account wasn’t
hacked.
Links you find for yourself are going to be safer, but you
still need to cautious. A Google search is a good example.
Hackers use a tactic called “search engine poisoning”
to get malicious links to the top of a Google search for
popular words and topics (more on that later). Learn how
to get your legitimate links to the top of a Google search.
The same goes for Facebook. In general, the links your
friends post are going to be OK, but one of them might have
been tricked into sharing a malicious link, or they installed
an app that does it for them. Maybe they got tricked by a
like-farming scam. Keep reading and I’m going to look at
some other questions that will help reveal those dangers.

OK, this question sounds philosophical, but I’m not
actually asking “why” you do things in the general
metaphysical sense. I’m asking you why you want to click
on that particular link.
Is it out of fear that something bad will happen if you
don’t? Are you responding to greed or anger? Is it out of
lust? These are just a few of the triggers that hackers use
to trick you into clicking.
For example, an email might say your bank account has
been hacked and you need to click right away and enter
your information so the bank can get your money back.
Maybe you see a post on Facebook saying you could win
the lottery or get a brand new expensive tech gadget for
free.
Perhaps it’s a political post that asks you to sign a petition
against something that makes you angry. And don’t forget
the ever-popular promise of racy images or video on the
other side of a link.
If you find yourself on the verge of reacting out of emotion,
take a second and really think about why you’re doing
what you’re doing. You might realize that you’re being
manipulated. And I’m about to tell you how you can know
for sure.
3. Does the link look right?
Web links follow certain rules. That means you can often
tell at a glance if one is on the up-and-up. The biggest tipoff is the domain name. For example, the domain name of
my site is “komando.com.”
It might have a prefix, such as “www.komando.com,”
“news.komando.com,” or “station-finder.komando.com.”
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Education SIG
iOS 9.3 and Education
by Fraser Speirs, MacStories

The off-cycle release of major new features in iOS 9.3 is
quite a departure for Apple. The usual cycle until now has
been for major releases to debut at WWDC in the summer
and ship in September/October. For the education market,
however, this schedule has been extremely difficult to deal
with. School usually starts in August or September - in
the northern hemisphere at least - and having a major
platform upgrade happen right after school starts is hard
to cope with.
That has all been turned on its head. On January 11th,
Apple announced the developer beta release of iOS 9.3.
Unusually for a developer beta, Apple also produced the
kind of iOS preview webpages that are normally seen in the
time between the WWDC announcement of a new major
iOS version and its eventual release.
Two things are happening with iOS 9.3. Firstly, it brings
important user-facing features, such as Night Shift,
in a point release. Secondly, it brings a beta of major
features for education. It is important to remember that
the education features will still be in beta after 9.3 is
released. I was informed by Apple that the long lead-time
is intended to give schools time to thoroughly test and
provide feedback on these features before the start of the
2016-17 school year in August/September.
You might ask why these features are coming now and
not waiting for iOS 10 later in the year. I think the simple
answer is that Chromebooks are finally presenting a serious
threat to Apple in the US education market. Schools start
looking at their August deployment plans in January and
if you are Apple, it’s important that these schools don’t
decide to adopt Chromebooks.
Chromebooks, while definitely more limited in their range
of uses, have three significant advantages for schools:
they’re cheaper, easier to share, and easier to deploy than
iOS devices.
While Apple isn’t cutting the price of iPads for schools,
there are four major new features and programmes coming

in iOS 9.3 that will make iPads easier to share and easier to
deploy. iOS administrators everywhere should be directing
their gifts of beer and muffin baskets to the Chromebook
education team at Google this time around.
Shared iPad
The first and most significant feature of iOS 9.3 for
education is the Shared iPad feature. This is one of
the features that is being specifically described as “for
education”, so it won’t be available for general iOS users
just yet.
Shared iPad brings multi-user support to iOS for the
first time. This is genuine Unix-level user separation of
almost all configuration and data. Some settings that can
be configured are set at the device level, such as the WiFi
password.
The high-level goal of Shared iPad is to allow multiple
students to log into an iPad with their Apple ID and to
have their apps and content ready and waiting for them.
How is this achieved? To first order, it works the same as
support for multiple users does on OS X. Users have data
on the local device storage, they log in and the computer
appears to show their data alone.
Of course, this is much easier to achieve when the computer
has 500 GB or more of local storage attached. Even the
largest iOS devices have barely more than a fifth of that,
and schools are not usually buying 128 GB iPads.
To compensate, Shared iPad is able to eject users’ data
from the local storage, save it in the cloud, and restore it
on-demand. OS X Server’s Caching Server feature has a
role to play here in accelerating the restore, but the ultimate
backing storage is iCloud.
The question of whose cloud and whose data quotas
remains unclear. The more I think about it, the less Shared
iPad makes sense to me unless Apple is going to provision
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students’ Apple IDs with much higher storage quotas than
they have right now. If a student creates 15 GB of data on
their shared 32 GB iPad and then a student who has 20
GB of data wants to sign in, where does that first 15 GB
go when the student only has 5 GB of iCloud storage?
Schools wanting to share a set of iPads between students
will need to spend some time thinking about how large
an iPad they need to buy. Using a rough average from my
school of 6 GB of data per user and 12 GB used up for
apps and iOS itself, a 32 GB iPad could accommodate
the data of three users on local storage. A 64 GB iPad
could accommodate eight users and a 128 GB iPad could
accommodate 16 users without having to purge and restore
data.
With the best will in the world, networks are not as fast
as local storage – a rule that goes double for most school
networks – so it will be an important job to size iPads
correctly to achieve best performance for the number of
expected users. If Apple isn’t going to sell one iPad for
each student, they might at least start selling many more
128 GB iPads into education. 16 GB iPads are going to be
a terrible experience under Shared iPad.
One big question here is whether and how schools can
ensure that pupils have enough iCloud storage to allow
their entire data set to be purged and restored.
Apple Classroom
The second tentpole in the iOS 9.3 announcement is an
app called Apple Classroom. This app is intended to be
a “teacher’s assistant” when using iOS in the classroom.

Classroom brings together a number of long-desired
features for iOS classrooms.
The first major new feature is Screen View. This is a
future whereby a teacher can remotely view the screen
of a pupil’s iPad. Screen View works in a similar way to
Apple TV’s AirPlay in that it uses Bluetooth and WiFi
Direct to discover nearby iPads and the school’s existing
WiFi infrastructure to send the data once the connection is
established. As a result, Classroom is suitable for in-room
help and monitoring but is not equivalent to, say, delivering
remote support by screen-sharing via Skype. Screen View
is also observe-only. It is not possible for the teacher to
send touch commands to the remote iOS device.
The philosophy of Classroom is to be a “teacher’s helper”.
In Classroom you can see an overview of the screens of
all pupils in the class and focus in on one. You can also
see which apps pupils are using and automatically launch
resources on the class iPads. An example of this might be
launching a URL on all the iPads at the same time. Other
workflows are possible, including a share sheet action
whereby a teacher can send a URL directly from their Safari
share sheet to the entire class via Classroom.

Classroom will be distributed through the App Store,
rather than as a built-in app on iOS. It supports all the iOS
9 multitasking features so that a teacher can work on one
app and have Classroom as the secondary app. Classroom
does not have an iPhone version.
You might wonder how Classroom knows that the
person using the iPad is a teacher. The answer is that as
downloaded, the Classroom app can do nothing. It first has
to be sent configuration data through a school’s Mobile
Device Management (MDM) system. This is similar to
how apps written by MDM vendors typically interact with
those servers.
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The next feature is called Remote Control. This is a
capability that has been available through MDM servers for
some time, but which has always been a little too slow and
unreliable for fast classroom use. Remote Control allows
a teacher to launch apps, websites, or books on every iPad
in the class simultaneously.
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An additional capability is to lock students into a specific
app for a period. This is similar to the features available in
Guided Access but activated remotely. I’m not sure it will
be too useful in high school, where students need access
to multiple apps to work, but it will be of great benefit in
early years education.
Two other capabilities are the ability for a teacher to start
an AirPlay session from a student’s iPad to an Apple TV
and to reset a student’s forgotten password.
Managed Apple ID
One of the agonies of managing iOS in recent years has
been the need to have Apple IDs for each device if you
wanted to distribute apps over-the-air to students.
This was introduced around iOS 7 when the Volume
Purchase Programme gained the so-called “Managed
Distribution” feature. This meant that admins could assign
apps to students and revoke them when they were no
longer needed. This was a huge advance from previous
deployment techniques, but the model was “assign this
app to this Apple ID” - which meant having an Apple ID
in the first place.
This was difficult for several reasons. There was no way
to automate creating all these Apple IDs, beyond using
something like Keyboard Maestro to control iTunes with
puppet strings. Even if you did manage to get a workable
solution in place, you would usually get your IP address
banned by the iTunes Store if you made too many Apple
IDs in a short period.
iOS 9 walked this back a bit by introducing Device
Assignment. This allows admins to assign an app to a
device rather than an Apple ID. However, this didn’t solve
schools’ problems because students still needed an Apple
ID for things like signing into iTunes U courses. One step
forward, one step back.
Finally, Apple is solving this for good by introducing
Managed Apple IDs through a portal named Apple School
Manager. A Managed Apple ID is an Apple ID that is
created for a student by a school admin and is limited
in various ways. From my reading it would seem that a
Managed Apple ID is able to do “all the things that Apple
doesn’t legally need a parent’s consent to let a student do”.
A Managed Apple ID will be strictly limited in certain
ways. For example, a student using a Managed Apple ID
will be able to browse but not buy from Apple’s App Store
and iTunes Store. This has implications for a school’s app

deployment model: schools using Managed Apple ID will
have to push out every app that students want. This is fine
for schools where the iPad is strictly designed to be for
‘school work’. Other schools, such as my own, take a more
holistic approach to iPad deployment and let students of
a certain age install their own apps. If we were to move
to Managed Apple ID, we would probably have to design
a process whereby students could request apps – and we
would have to be flexible in what we allow to be installed.
Managed Apple IDs are very interesting for another reason:
they are Apple IDs that are guaranteed to be owned by
people working in education. Until now, all Apple IDs
have been created equal. Whether created (manually) by a
school admin or brought from home by a student, an Apple
ID was an Apple ID.
Although there has been no announcement yet, the
possibility of Apple providing education-only special
treatment to these Apple IDs seems like something that
could happen in the future. Indeed, it needs to happen. One
of the great benefits of using Google Apps for Education
is that every educational Google account gets unlimited
storage on Google Drive. Apple desperately needs to
catch up here. 5 GB free iCloud storage is a drop in the
bucket. If Managed Apple IDs were given unlimited iCloud
storage, programs like Shared iPad would be a lot easier
to understand and manage.
Why Now?
Many people have wondered why Apple would preview
major new features in January and in a point release of iOS.
The simple answer is: to stop Chromebooks.
iOS 9.3 is previewing in January because January is when
schools start to decide what they’re going to do with
technology in July, August, and September. It’s important
that Apple has a way to stay in the running in all those
schools and districts that are contemplating a change away
from Windows for 2016-17.
Google’s Chromebooks have been finding increasing
favour in schools, particularly in the United States. There
are three main reasons for this: Chromebooks are cheaper,
they’re vastly easier to share between students, and they
are trivially easy to deploy.
If a school or district has determined that buying one device
for each pupil isn’t going to happen, Chromebook becomes
the default choice and iPad is basically out of the game,
even before the relative merits of each as a teaching tool
have been discussed.
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This represents a significant risk for Apple. Platform shifts
in education are rare. The current transition from Windows
to either iOS or ChromeOS is really the first since schools
transitioned from Apple II (in the US) or the BBC Micro
(in the UK) over 25 years ago. Who knows when the next
one will happen? That’s why it’s so important for Apple
to stay in the game.

iOS 9.3 goes a long way to solving the problem of sharing
iPads between students and easing the administration
burden. We can hope that Apple will take similarly bold
steps to cut the cost of going 1-to-1 in the next round of
iPad updates.

4. Is there a second opinion?

Internet SIG
Continued from page 3.

Or it might have a suffix, such as “komando.com/tips”
or “komando.com/happening-now.” But no matter what,
“komando.com” is going to be the centerpiece of any link
on our site.
So, if you got an email claiming to be from Komando
but the link was “www.somethingelse.com/this-is-fake”
or even “komando.somethingelse.com/also-fake” or
“somethingelse.com/komando,” you know something is
up.
Sometimes this can get a little tricky. For example,
Google’s shortening service is “goog.le,” but on the whole
it’s a good thing to check. However, there are a few more
tricks hackers like to pull.
Earlier, I mentioned search engine poisoning where hackers
get malicious links to the top of a search results page. If
you’re doing a Google search, look just below the page
title in the search results to see the link it’s coming from.
If you’re looking for a page on one company’s site, and the
link is to another site, then proceed with caution.
Another trick is that the text of a link and the link itself
don’t have to be the same. In an email or online, you can
hover your mouse cursor over a link and then look down
in the lower part of the screen to see what the link really is.
You can also right-click on the link, choose “Copy link” or
“Copy link address” and paste the link into word processor
to see what it really is.

Sometimes when you’re in a rush, you don’t always check
links as thoroughly as you should. Or maybe you think a
link in a Google search or on a website is bad, but you
aren’t sure.
Most security companies have software that watches links
and lets you know if they don’t go where you think, or if
other people have reported them as being a problem. Check
your security software to see if it has a URL reputation
system you can enable in your browser; most do.
5. What’s on the other side?
If you’re even a little suspicious of a link, you shouldn’t
click on it. Better safe than sorry. And if it’s information
you really need, you can usually visit a company’s site
directly to find it, or look it up in a Google search.
However, sometimes you’ll click on a link and wind up in
a place that sets off alarm bells. Maybe the site isn’t the
company site you were expecting; it might look like it was
thrown together; or it could pester you to enter information
you know you shouldn’t give out.
Remember, it’s always OK to walk away. Close the browser
tab and go find the information somewhere else.
Of course, some sites will attack your computer as soon as
the page loads. You might not have a chance to leave before
the damage is done. Learn how to make your browser
hacker-proof to keep that from happening.
		

Sometimes you’ll run into shortened links, especially on
Facebook and Twitter. These are often legitimate links,
but it will just show bit.ly/123456, goog.le/123456 or
t.com/123456. In general, as long as the person posting
them is legitimate, you’re OK. If it’s a random account
you stumbled on that doesn’t have a lot of followers or
is posting nonsensical information, be more cautious. Of
course, sometimes it helps to get a second opinion.
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Apple Ambassador

They made clear just how outdated the All Writs Act of 1789
is:

Those concerns appear to have been allayed, at least on the part
of the companies who filed Thursday. Their briefs in support
of Apple are unequivocal, and use language as forceful as
the company’s own.

That was fifty years before the telegraph originated and
almost a century before Alexander Graham Bell made the
first telephone call… Now, 200 years later, the government
endeavors to reinterpret the All Writs Act as an open-ended
source of new powers.

Continued from page 2.

Twitter, Ebay, Reddit, et al
Apple’s all-star Internet friends went aggressively after the
government’s interpretation of the All Writs Act of 1789,
which it’s using to justify its order to compel Apple to help
hack the iPhone:
The All Writs Act does not authorize the government to
make an end-run around this important public debate and
our nation’s legislative processes… This extraordinary and
unprecedented effort to compel a private company to become
the government’s investigative arm not only has no legal basis
under the All Writs Act or any other law, but threatens the core
principles of privacy, security, and transparency that underlie
the fabric of the Internet.
While pointing out that applying the AWA here would give
law enforcement boundless authority:
The government’s demand, at its core, is unbound by any legal
limits. It would set a dangerous precedent, creating a world in
which the government could simply force companies to create,
design, and redesign their systems to allow law enforcement
access to data, instead of requiring the government to use the
measures, and meet the requirements, of legislatively enacted
statutory schemes.
And could have equally limitless repercussions:
The government seeks unbounded authority to compel Apple
to design software that does not currently exist and that will
circumvent and undermine security measures intended to
protect its users’ data. This principle could require companies
not just to turn over one user’s information but to weaken
security measures created to protect all users. Granting the
government such extraordinary authority, without any set
rules or legal protections, will not only erode user privacy
and security and defeat users’ interest in transparency, it
will undermine an existing legislative framework balancing
competing interests and policy considerations.
Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon, Yahoo et al
The most impactful brief came from Google, Microsoft,
Facebook, Yahoo, and Amazon, who were joined by 10 other
prominent technology companies.

And that the 1977 United States v. New York Telephone case
the FBI has cited as precedent for the government to compel
companies to give technical assistance isn’t much better:
It is dangerous to extend that limited endorsement of judicial
power over third parties [granted by US v. NY Telephone] to
situations the Supreme Court never could have envisioned—
and all the more troubling where the Court itself declined to
opine on “the diverse contexts in which [third party duties]
may arise… This court should therefore exercise caution in
how it applies a decision from an era in which concepts like
“cell phones” and “the Internet” where unheard of.
If anything, they point out, precedent as recent as 2014 says
that the law should evolve along with technology:
In Riley v California, the Supreme Court explained that cell
phones had alterd the reasonableness of a full search incident
to arrest. The Court observed that modern cell phones “are
based on technology nearly inconceivable just a few decades
ago,” when the only relevant search-incident-to-arrest
precedents had been decided.
Besides which, opening a cell phone in 2016 is nothing like
opening someone’s safe, or even searching their home, as the
FBI has implied:
Americans live their lives on their phones now. They store
their emails, their conversations, their appointments, their
photos, sometimes even their medical information, all in a
device they carry in their pockets. Cell phones are the way
we organize and remember the things that are important to
us; they are, in a very real way, an extension of our memories.
They also make the case that Congress, not the courts, should
decide, as it has over the last few decades with laws like
the Wiretap Act, FISA, and most recently CALEA, which
regulates technological surveillance:
In light of rapidly evolving technology and its tremendous
social benefits, Congress is better suited to confront the
issues here. And indeed, Congress has already grappled with
these issues on many occasions—leading to a comprehensive
legislative scheme for regulating investigative methods.
And they put into perspective the burden companies—and
their employees—would have to bear:
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The government seeks the power to conscript technology
companies’ engineers to develop products that they do not want
to create, and which they would not create absent government
compulsion. That is a far cry from the “nonburdensome
technical assistance” that the All Writs Act authorizes… With
enough time and resources, amici‘s engineers could possibly
come up any number of new versions of their companies’
products that circumvent or undermine their pre-existing datasecurity features. But those new versions would not be the
same product anymore. Box would not be Box; Gmail would
not be Gmail; WhatsApp would not be WhatsApp; and so on.

While reminding the court that code is legally considered
speech:
Writing computer code can be a creative, complex, and
expressive task, and it is a form of protected speech under
the First Amendment.
Apple and the FBI will return to court on March 22. Judge
Pym has no shortage of reading material with which to keep
herself occupied in the meantime.

Craig Federighi: FBI Wants to “Turn Back Clock to Less-Secure Time”
by Tim Hardwick, MacRumors

Apple VP Craig Federighi has published an op-ed in
The Washington Post in which he criticizes the idea of a
government backdoor into the company’s software and
accuses the FBI of wanting to “turn back the clock to a lesssecure time”.
In the op-ed, published yesterday, Apple’s Senior Vice
President of Software Engineering writes that Apple must
“work tirelessly” to stay one step ahead of criminal attackers
who “seek to pry into personal information and even co-opt
devices to commit broader assaults that endanger us all”.
Federighi notes that in just the past 18 months, hackers have
stolen millions of people’s credit card information, social
security numbers and fingerprint records from retail chains,
banks and even the federal government. However, Federighi
calls these digital defense breaches “the tip of the iceberg”.
Your phone is more than a personal device. In today’s
mobile, networked world, it’s part of the security perimeter
that protects your family and co-workers. Our nation’s vital
infrastructure — such as power grids and transportation
hubs — becomes more vulnerable when individual devices
get hacked. Criminals and terrorists who want to infiltrate
systems and disrupt sensitive networks may start their attacks
through access to just one person’s smartphone.
Federighi adds that the encryption technology built into
Apple’s iPhones doesn’t just help keep customers’ information
secure, but also provides “a critical line of defense against
criminals who seek to implant malware or spyware and to
use the device of an unsuspecting person to gain access to a
business, public utility or government agency.” Therefore any
attempt to hamper Apple’s attempts to plug points of weakness
in the company’s software would be “a serious mistake”.
That’s why it’s so disappointing that the FBI, Justice
Department and others in law enforcement are pressing us
to turn back the clock to a less-secure time and less-secure
technologies. They have suggested that the safeguards of iOS

To get around Apple’s safeguards, the FBI wants us to create
a backdoor in the form of special software that bypasses
passcode protections, intentionally creating a vulnerability
that would let the government force its way into an iPhone.
Once created, this software — which law enforcement has
conceded it wants to apply to many iPhones — would become
a weakness that hackers and criminals could use to wreak
havoc on the privacy and personal safety of us all.
Last month, FBI director James Comey penned an editorial in
which he rejected Apple CEO Tim Cook’s assertion that the
agency was trying to set a precedent in its attempts to compel
the company to create a backdoor into its software, calling the
particular legal issue “actually quite narrow”.
However, in a U.S. congressional hearing just last week,
Comey admitted under oath that the outcome of the dispute
would likely “guide how other courts handle similar requests”.
Additionally, in the same hearing, New York District Attorney
Cyrus Vance said New York now has more than a hundred
devices it would like to see unlocked, further confirming
Apple’s point that the argument isn’t about just one iPhone.
Apple has officially opposed an order that would require it to
help the FBI break into the iPhone used by San Bernardino
shooter Syed Farook and will now face off against the
government in court on March 22.
Dozens of technology companies, industry trade groups, and
encryption experts have submitted documents to support
Apple, all catalogued on Apple’s website. Five families of San
Bernardino victims have filed in support of the FBI.
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7 were good enough and that we should simply go back to the
security standards of 2013. But the security of iOS 7, while
cutting-edge at the time, has since been breached by hackers.
What’s worse, some of their methods have been productized
and are now available for sale to attackers who are less skilled
but often more malicious.
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GAAB Internet Addresses
Names

E-Mail Addresses

Aaron Ambrosino........ aambrosi@mac.com
Gary Blizzard.............. gmblizzard@aol.com
Mark Bogossian........... mark@castlecomp.com
Steve Bradley.............. ssbradley@adelphia.net
John Buckley............... jbuckley@nycap.rr.com
Sheldon Carnes............ sheldoncarnes@hotmail.com
Tina Cook.................... twonotrump@nycap.rr.com
Anthony Eldering........ tonye11@verizon.net
Trudy Ellis................... TE52@earthlink.net
Lilajane Frascarelli...... afrascar@nycap.rr.com
Les Goldstein............... lgoldst1@nycap.rr.com
Richard Hester............. hesterfp@capital.net
Ottmar Klaas................ ottmar.klaas@gmail.com
Michael LaFrank......... mglafrank@gmail.com
Thomas Levanduski.... msglevnduski@aol.com
Cecilia MacDonald...... cecilia@midtel.net
Mike Mannarino.......... rfd230@nycap.rr.com
Roger Mazula.............. aluzam@aol.com
Brendan O’Hara.......... bohara1@nycap.rr.com
Eric/Lee Rieker............ Erieker@aol.com
AbdurRahman Rozell.. aryr100@gmail.com
Judith Schwartz........... jfschwartz2@earthlink.net
Saul Seinberg............... saul.seinberg@gmail.com
Bill Shuff..................... wjshuff@earthlink.net
Shelly Weiner.............. olliedawg@yahoo.com
Lou Wozniak............... louw@nycap.rr.com

To start or renew your GAAB
membership, see Cecilia MacDonald
or send your fees payable to her at
the following address:
Cecilia MacDonald
260 Sever Road
Delanson, NY 12053

Visit GAAB on the Internet at http://www.applebyters.com
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